Audi car speakers

Special Speakers for Audi cars. The first Special speakers, a new project, was made for the Audi
cars. Audi A4, Audi A6 and Q5. The ESB team found immediately problem to match the unique
Audi speaker's housing and the original amplifier with too low power to drive properly high
quality speakers. The depth of the speaker housing was also very limited only a few centimeters
, than it was impossible to adapt cone speakers with traditional voice coils and magnet group.
Then we developed new speakers in the 8" and 6. That speakers have low depth and can be
adapted with special car's adapters in elegant aluminum Ferrari red color to match exactly the
car spaces. Also the connectors can match the original car wire's connectors, plug and play.
With the 8" and 6. Also these two tweeters you will see used for other cars. All the speakers
included in the Car Kits have a different name because are supplied in the kit just integrated
with the car adapters. The same for the other Audi speakers. Like for the front and rear speakers
also the subwoofer was difficult to produce to replace the original with exactly the same
problems the original space got in the top of the car boot is too limited. Then the ESB team
decided to produce an amplified subwoofer to be installed in the car trunk with its dedicated
box. We used a special wood box, covered with synthetic leather, and with a watts amplifier
inside the amplifier is produced from the Zapco company. Front Speaker System. Subwoofer
Box. Rear Speaker System. Audi Special Speakers for Audi cars. The ESB team found
immediately problem to match the unique Audi speaker's housing and the original amplifier At
Audi Financial Services, we believe you deserve a financing experience as progressive and
innovative as Audi itself. Whether you choose a vehicle with a set amount of time and miles, or
decide to take full ownership and pay for it over time, we have an option for you. Leasing can be
the most financially advantageous way of getting into an Audi. Plus, it allows you the
opportunity to experience other models sooner without being tied to a long-term contract. In
addition, you enjoy:. When you finance through Audi Financial Services, your name goes on the
title, and once you pay it off, you own it outright. And down the road, you may also be able to
trade it in toward a newer Audi. Plus, consider these benefits:. See our exclusive offers to help
you get into a new Audi vehicle. There are special programs available for current owners,
first-time buyers, U. Take a look and see what you may qualify for. You may be approaching the
end of your lease, and we hope that the recent years with your Audi have exceeded your
expectations. We look forward to continuing to build our relationship into the future, so let us
help make it an easy transition. Option 1: Turn in your vehicle and get a new one. Start by
scheduling a lease-end inspection, and then check out current models. Following your
inspection, contact your Audi dealer or Audi Financial Services to turn in your current lease
vehicle. Lease-end inquiries â€” Monday â€” Friday, 8 a. Option 2: Make it yours. Get the
process started by contacting us or your Audi dealer. Your vehicle must be turned in to an
authorized Audi dealer. Contact your Audi dealer to schedule a turn-in appointment. FL and KY
residents are also required to return or cancel their plate s. If you decide to turn in your vehicle
while monthly payments still remain, please ensure that you stop automatic bill payment with us
or your bank, if applicable. To stop the Audi Financial Services automatic bill payment, simply
log in to your Audi Financial Services account or call us at to discontinue this service. Please
note: If your request is received within five days of your scheduled withdrawal date, a payment
will still be deducted from your account. This final payment will be applied to any remaining
balance on your Turn-In Settlement Invoice. You may turn in your vehicle up to 30 days before
your scheduled lease maturity date. If you turn in your vehicle more than 30 days prior to your
scheduled lease maturity date, you will be terminating your lease early, and you will receive an
early termination invoice within weeks of returning the vehicle. For more details regarding how
potential early-termination liability is calculated, please visit the FAQ section on your Audi
Financial Services account , or contact one of our Lease-end Representatives at Enter your
preferences to estimate lease or retail financing payments on any Audi. Applying for financing
online with Audi Financial Services is a quick and secure way to take the next step toward
owning a new Audi. In addition to taking only about fifteen minutes, applying online can save
you time at the dealership by allowing you to shop remotely and make your decision before
visiting your dealer. Any time saved up front means you can enjoy your new vehicle even
sooner. If you finance or lease with Audi Financial Services, you can easily link your account to
myAudi to manage your payments, view your account and more. Create a myAudi account and
log in to get started. Audi Financial Services P. Box 3 Hillsboro, OR Payments Audi Financial
Services P. Box Carol Stream, IL End of Lease Inquries Monday-Friday, 8 a. Auburn Hills, MI
Skip to main content Audi Financial Services. Audi Financial Services. Welcome to Audi
Financial Services. Login myAudi. Leasing and Financing. There's an Audi waiting for you.
Lease or Finance. Which is right for you? In addition, you enjoy: Lower monthly payments
Warranty protection throughout most or all of your lease term Flexible terms and mileage Ability
to turn in or buy your vehicle at lease-end. Plus, consider these benefits: Customize the vehicle

to make it uniquely yours Unlimited miles without penalty Build equity with ownership There are
no charges for excess wear and use. Exclusive offers and programs. Exclusive Dealer Offers.
View offers in your region:. Audi Pure Protection. Special Programs. Lease-end process.
Lease-end Options. Nearing the end of your lease? We have a couple choices you may be
interested in:. Schedule lease-end inspection. See lease-end guide. Schedule lease-end
inspection See lease-end guide. Contact your Audi dealer Contact us. Contact your Audi dealer.
Contact us. Frequently Asked Lease-end Questions. Can I turn in my vehicle to a non Audi
dealer? Do I have to do anything with my license plate s after I turn in my vehicle? How do I stop
Auto Pay after I turn in my vehicle? What charges may be included on the final Turn-In
Settlement Invoice? Can I turn my vehicle in early? Estimate Payments. Estimate your payment.
Apply for Credit. Apply for financing. Save time. Get approved early. Online Account
Management. Online account management. Register for a myAudi account Log in to myAudi.
Register for a myAudi account. Log in to myAudi. Audi customer support If you have any
questions that require additional support, please contact us. Contact us View FAQs. Contact
Audi Financial Services. We're here for you. Vincent Mar 6, Log in or Sign up. This site uses
cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More.
Dismiss Notice. Cookies Snack. Mmi working but no sound Vincent Mar 6, First time posting on
the forum, I went into my car the other day and turned the mmi on and had no sound from the
speakers, the only time there is sound is with the parking sensors but nothing else works.
Anyone got any idea what to do cars now out of warranty with the Audi sound system and
navigation plus? Vincent , Mar 6, Hello and welcome to ASN. Have you tried an MMI reset?
Rob2k68 , Mar 6, Went for a drive there reset it several times with no luck. Welcome to
audi-sport. Good you got signed in ok. Hope you get your MMI working. I'm sure the guys will
help you out. We are all friendly and helpful. Sandra , Mar 6, Daft question, you haven't got it
muted from the centre console volume control?? Welcome along. Scottyg , Mar 6, If standard or
Audi then you could have an issue with your MMI units internal amp. Last person I knew who
had this needed a new board. DJAlix , Mar 6, Sounds like you might have the same issue that
one of my customers did. The MMI unit is basically an nVidia PC and he needed to have his
main board changed out in order to resolve his complete loss of sound. He went via a 3rd party
as his car was bought used and out of warranty. Will need to look into that, i take your referring
to the module in the glovebox? Thanks for your help. DJAlix likes this. Hey Guys - Sorry to
bring up old post but I'm having the exact same problem with a pre-facelift S3. With me the
issue is totally intermittent - i stopped for fuel one day and suddenly no sound - then the next
day i'll get in the car and its all working fine - then i'll stop and again no sound. Seems to be no
rhyme or reason. Vincent did you manage to get to the bottom of your problem? I've got the car
booked in at a dealer but pretty sure they will be taking me to the cleaners with this type of
thing. JackAnc , Oct 3, Saqib Barlas likes this. Yes and no, I had to end up purchasing a second
hand unit from Germany. Worked great for 3 months then started experiencing crackling from
my speakers As of last week which I think is also another fault with the unit and unrelated to the
speakers. Previously before I had no sound the rear speakers would crackle occasionally, which
after the unit was replaced no work perfectly. Unfortunately this one has developed a crackle on
the centre speaker. The unit had a warranty so will hopefully pan out ok. If I ever buy another A3
hopefully that experience will be better. Vincent , Oct 3, Hi, Not sure if this question has been
resolved. The problem is that the MMI works fine, it's very intermittent where the sound doesn't
come on at all an no the mute is not on - volume indicator works fine - just no sound. On the
rare occasion sound comes through -it's clear and fine , but after 10 mins of driving the sound
will suddenly stop - so I am only assuming it's something that is overheating. Parking sensor
sound always comes through, Any help will be greatly appreciated. JackAnc - did you have any
luck after the dealer had a look? Last edited: Mar 9, Saqib Barlas , Mar 9, DJAlix , Mar 10, Saqib
Barlas , Mar 10, Interestingly I had this happen to me but just the once a couple of months or so
ago. I'd caught some scrote on cctv prowling around the house so I took a trip down to my local
argos to get a stoplock pro incase they came back. All the way there I had no sound at all. It had
never happened before and I was convinced they'd managed to tamper with the car somehow!
After switch off it worked fine and has never done it since, no vcds errors either. I have exactly
the same problem everyone has described here. Does anyone know of a company that will
source and swap out the MMI unit? If not, what information do I need to make sure I buy the
right thing on eBay? Just as a point of interest, by sound starts working occasionally on VERY
cold mornings. Like the temperature is resetting something. It will work all day long so long as I
don't switch the ignition off! Andy-A3 , Aug 30, DJAlix , Aug 30, This is exactly the same as my
issue. Seems to be on A3s with the Audi speaker system. Yes that is 2. This happened to me
right after they replaced the left main headlight the xenon HID bulb was blown. All by a genuine
Audi dealer. I am currently in a dispute with Audi head office about this. I have ended up buying

a bluetooth speaker and use that to run music off my phone. Not ideal, but better than spending
2. I have been severely disappointed by Audi on the way they charge for issues which are faults
that clearly quite a few people are reporting. Saqib Barlas , Aug 30, Fatbloke likes this. Trying to
figure out where on the motherboard would be the challenge. AlS3BE , Aug 30, Matchman54 ,
Aug 30, Hello guys, Same problem regarding the sound Just called a friend who is really good
with electronics and he could repair the MMI mother board welding some cables. Phutters likes
this. Phutters , Aug 30, Just reading this as my A6 has suddenly lost the radio. All other
functions are working, CD, telephone, navigation. I was driving through a busy town centre, so
no bumps or cornering to dislodge anything. The radio went silent. I thought it was the radio
station so after a few seconds went to switch and realised no signal. I know the signal is being
received as the navigation is receiving live radio data. I have tried the 3 button reset about 5
times. Any suggestions appreciated. Thanks, Alan. DJAlix , Oct 21, My A3 having the exact
same issues. Anyone have any ideas of a cheaper option? Adam Ferguson , Nov 23, DJAlix ,
Nov 23, Adamfergu1 , Nov 24, DJAlix , Nov 24, Adamfergu1 , Nov 26, Hemesh , Mar 20, Same
problem with sound. It started with little cracking noises, first occasionally, but then one day
there was no sound anymore. I do a little research and high propably an amp is broken. If you
have any good electronic in your city you can take unit into him and he should fix it. He have to
improve soldering on integrated circuits chips in the amp, which is located on the right side of
the unit under the radiator with fan. If this does not help, then he need to replace the chips with
new ones. I also read that N1 was replaced with N2. I can't buy N1 so bought N2, currently my
unit is under repair so i wait for effects. Jackq , Jul 3, You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Our
new 5-channel amplifier has all the traits for car owners with limited real estate while craving for
big sound. Experience our redesigned TS-A speakers without sacrificing your wallet.
Exceptional sound at exceptional value. The Z series is based on highly advanced technology
developed by Pioneer, employing carefully selected materials and parts, benefiting from our
decades of automotive loudspeaker design theory and testing ability. The D series is a result of
Pioneer's automotive loudspeaker engineering experience and expertise, combining advanced
design techniques with highly developed manufacturing capabilities. Find the right CD receiver
for you. Find cables, back-up cameras, CD changers, map upgrades, Bluetooth adapters, marine
speakers, subwoofer enclosures, and more! What fits your ride? Configure a Pioneer audio
sound system that fits your vehicle. Just plug in your vehicle information below and the Pioneer
FitGuide will show you a listing of car audio products that should fit your specific vehicle. Learn
More. Pioneer brings you access to Alexa on compatible models. Just ask Alexa to play your
favorite music, check the weather, add items to your shopping list, plus much more. Pioneer's
subwoofers pair powerful performance and sleek design, making them the perfect choice for
audio and automotive fans alike. Improve your car's audio experience now. Pioneer is
passionate about music and passionate about sound, this passion is exhibited in each product
we create. Your love for sound doesn't have to stay on dry land. Amplify your boating adventure
and experience the sound quality you've come to enjoy from Pioneer. The Complete Package
Our new 5-channel amplifier has all the traits for car owners with limited real estate while
craving for big sound. All-in-One Solution. Your Music Companion. Enjoy in-dash navigation,
advanced audio, and smartphone connectivity. Pioneer FitGuide What fits your ride? Amazon
Alexa. Skip to main content of over 10, results for "Car Audio". Skip to main search results.
Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon
Global Store. International Shipping. Auxiliary Input. Car Stereo Feature. MP With Latest
Phonelink. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Price may vary by color. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb
Amazon's Choice Customers shopped Amazon's Choice forâ€¦. FREE Shipping. Wireless Phone
Accessory. Amazon's Choice for Car Audio. Get it Mon, Mar 1 - Thu, Mar 4. Only 2 left in stock order soon. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3. Skar Audio TX65 6.
Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Best Seller in Car Mono Amplifiers. Currently unavailable.
Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon

Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. The Dynaudio Excite Sound System for the Volkswagen Golf is comprised of nine
high performance loudspeaker drivers, with 2-way loudspeaker sets in the front and rear of the
vehicle and a dedicated dual voice coil subwoofer discretely mounted in the boot of the car,
collectively powered by a sophisticated watt digital amplifier. The combination of innovative
Dynaudio loudspeaker driver technology and powerful electronic components yields a clear and
precise sound with wonderfully lifelike dynamics, even at high sound pressure levels. In the
process it establishes a new benchmark for premium sound systems in the compact class.
Want to learn more about how we tune a car? Click here to learn more about the Golf on
Volkswagen's website. Setting the stage for a perfect sound experience: a centre channel driver
serves to place the orchestra in the front of the car. Even though the seating is asymmetrical,
the advanced Dynaudio technology compensates for this to yield a precise soundstage allowing
each passenger to experience perfect sound. The Dynaudio Excite Sound System for the Golf
Sportsvan is adapted from that of the Golf, but adds a dashboard-mounted centre channel
loudspeaker. The system features 2-way loudspeaker sets in each of the four doors, a dedicated
centre speaker, and a dual voice coil subwoofer that is discretely mounted in the boot of the
vehicle. Thus a total of ten high performance Dynaudio loudspeaker drivers are on offer,
powered by a sophisticated digital amplifier boasting watts of total output power. Click here to
learn more about the Golf Sportsvan on Volkswagen's website. Thus a total of 12 precisely
positioned premium Dynaudio drivers, the latest-generation advanced Digital Signal Processor
DSP and a sophisticated channel digital amplifier to deliver a pure, natural and powerful sound.
The end result is a purely authentic musical experience delivering the perfectly balanced sound
character of a concert hall in the vehicle. Curious to know how the Passat B8 compares with its
predecessor, the Passat B6? You can read the entire interview here. Click here to explore the
Passat B8's Confidence sound system. Click here to learn more about the Passat B8 on
Volkswagen's website. The Dynaudio Excite Sound System for the Scirocco features a 2-way
loudspeaker setup in each of the doors, with two additional 2-way systems in the rear
passenger compartment, and a dual voice coil subwoofer that is discretely housed in the spare
wheel space. This means that a total of nine high performance Dynaudio loudspeaker drivers
are employed in the system, which is powered by a sophisticated watt digital amplifier. Thanks
to the active loudspeaker concept, with single amplifier modules dedicated to each of the
individual drivers, the Excite Sound System performs at the highest level even on dynamic
recordings played at very high volumes. The extreme level of quality and performance offers a
most joyful and involving music experience for the listener. Click here to learn more about the
Scirocco on Volkswagen's website. The Dynaudio Contour Sound System for the Volkswagen
Tiguan is comprised of eight high performance Dynaudio loudspeaker drivers and powered by
watts of advanced digital amplification. In the trunk there's a high-performance subwoofer,
providing bass punch and â€” crucially â€” helping the whole frequency range knit together
exactly as it should. Have you ever wondered how we tune an in-car sound system? Wonder no
more. We've interviewed our Senior Sound Tuner, Morten Hermansen, about sound tuning in the
hi-fi in your car. Click here to learn more about the Tiguan on Volkswagen's website. The
Dynaudio system in the all-new VW Arteon is designed and engineered specifically for a perfect
performance on the road. Twelve speakers, individually tuned for this model, surround
everyone in the car. Two three-way fully active speaker sets are mounted in the front doors,
while the rear seats are bathed in sound from twin active two-way sets. There's also a dedicated
center-speaker in the dashboard and a powerful subwoofer in the trunk. The brain of the system
is a powerful Digital Signal Processor DSP , which marshalls 16 channels of digital amplification
from the state-of-the-art W power unit. And, of course, it's all been engineered and tuned by the
experts in Dynaudio Labs. They've measured every inch of the Arteon's interior. They know how
every curve, every surface and every corner affects the system's performance. They even know
how it behaves both when five people get in wearing thick winter coats, versus what happens
when there's a solitary, T-shirt-wearing driver. Click here to learn more about the Arteon on
Volkswagen's website. Volkswagen and Dynaudio had a singular goal: Achieving a new level of
high-end sound quality in the SUV segment, and to realise this goal we created the Dynaudio
Confidence Sound System for the Touareg. A unique, high-performance 3-way system was
developed for the front channels, featuring an 8 inch MSP woofer, a dedicated midrange driver,
and a soft dome tweeter precisely mounted in each front door. Thus a total of 14 individual
high-performance Dynaudio loudspeakers drivers are perfectly integrated into the luxurious
interior of the Touareg, acoustically optimised to the vehicle by our expert audio engineers. The
Confidence Sound System delivers a perfectly balanced and most authentic listening
experience, no matter what kind of music one chooses to enjoy. A new level of audio
entertainment â€” much better than every other sound system available in the MPV market. The

latest innovative technologies are employed: Extremely lightweight aluminium voice coils are
combined with very strong magnets to create powerful motor assemblies. Unheard of in a
factory-fitted system, the entire system is active, with each of the loudspeaker drivers being
powered by its own individual amplifier. The total output power of the eight amplifiers exceeds
Watts. Click here to learn more about the Sharan on Volkswagen's website. The Dynaudio
Sound System for Transporter T6 features two 3-way loudspeakers in the front of the car, a
dedicated centre channel loudspeaker, and two 2-way loudspeakers in rear of the vehicle. The
center loudspeaker serves to help place the orchestra in the front of the vehicle, and even
though the seats are asymmetrical, the Dynaudio sound tuning compensates for this with a
perfectly accurate sound stage and a completely uncompromised listening experience. The
system is comprised of 11 precisely positioned, fully active Dynaudio loudspeaker drivers , and
is fine-tuned via the latest generation Digital Signal Processing DSP and driven by a channel
digital amplifier delivering watts of pure sound. Subtotals Proceed to checkout. Close overlay.
Golf Volkswagen Golf - The Excite sound system The Dynaudio Excite Sound System for the
Volkswagen Golf is comprised of nine high performance loudspeaker drivers, with 2-way
loudspeaker sets in the front and rear of the vehicle and a dedicated dual voice coil subwoofer
discretely mounted in the boot of the car, collectively powered by a sophisticated watt digital
amplifier. Highlights 4 Tweeters 4 Woofers 1 Subwoofer. It's all about in-car audio Watch as our
Senior Sound Tuner, Morten Hermansen, joins us on Ask the Expert to answer questions about
everything from the sound stage we try to achieve in cars to time-alignment and noise
dampening. The combination of the knowledge gained from designing and producing nearfield
reference systems for recording studios with the expertise in building award-winning home hi-fi
speakers provides you with opportunity to experience and enjoy the same music you get in
your living room. Golf Sportsvan Volkswagen Golf Sportsvan - The Excite sound system Setting
the stage for a perfect sound experience: a centre channel driver serves to place the orchestra
in the front of the car. Highlights 4 Tweeters 1 Centre speaker 4 Woofers 1 Subwoofer. The
result: the best sound system available in any compact SUV on the market. Arteon Volkswagen
Arteon â€” a concert-hall on four wheels Luxury car, luxury sound-system. It's all been taken
into account. All you have to do is drive, listen and enjoy. Highlights 1 Centre speaker 4
Woofers 1 Subwoofer. Most advanced sound system to adjust according to the road conditions.
Highlights 4 Tweeters 4 Woofers. Transporter Volkswagen Transporter - Dynaudio sound
system The Dynaudio Sound System for Transporter T6 features two 3-way loudspeakers in the
front of the car, a dedicated centre channel loudspeaker, and two 2bayou box cooler
pots telephone wiring diagram
xo vision xd107 wiring diagram
way loudspeakers in rear of the vehicle. Highlights 4 Tweeters 1 Centre speaker 1 Midrange
speaker 4 Woofers. Experience Innovation Reviews Philosophy Join our newsletter. Chances
are, you spend more time listening to music in your car than you do at home. And we believe
you should have the same experience sitting in a car seat as you do on the sofa. We know
performance. Why those two areas? Because you sit close to your speakers in the carâ€¦ and
you want the same music experience you get in your living room. Dynaudio philosophy Our
philosophy for great sound in a Volkswagen Our philosophy has been simple from the start. To
create a pure sound system in a car, we knew we would have to break new ground. From the
very beginning, it was our ambition to set new benchmarks. What we have achieved is a pure
sound that is detailed, warm and natural regardless of the volume level. It is like everything else
we do: truly High End. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience.

